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Abstract. The streamtube method for supersonic expansion flows on walls with

nonequilibrium condensation is developed incorporating the radius dependence on

the droplet growth rate. In the presence of an embedded, frozen, oblique shock wave

arising from supercritical heat addition from condensation, the method is supple-

mented by the derived oblique shock relations, and the oblique shock location is de-

termined by employing a shock fitting technique originally introduced by Barschdorff

[11]. Some advantages of the proposed streamtube method are explored in compar-

ison with the numerical method of characteristics.

I. Introduction. Condensation phenomena have been intensively investigated in

the past both experimentally and theoretically in diverse fields like meteorology,

supersonic nozzle flow, steam-turbine technology, wind-tunnel applications, cloud

chambers, etc. The theory of two-phase condensation phenomena in compressible

fluid flow with nonequilibrium thermodynamics was first formulated by Oswatitsch

[1]. In present times the subject can be conveniently studied in the recent articles by

Wegener [2] and Gyarmathy [3] and in their extensive references.

Until recently almost all of the analytical studies of gas dynamic problems with

nonequilibrium condensation have been for one-dimensional steady flow. The first

attempt that considers steady two-dimensional supersonic nozzle flow with steam con-

densation was made by Bartlma [4], who applied the method of characteristics with a

simplified linearized rate equation. Kurshakov [5] et al. studied both experimentally

and analytically the water-vapor condensation in a steady two-dimensional Prandtl-

Meyer flow around a corner using the numerical method of characteristics and the

classical homogeneous nucleation and droplet growth theories. Smith [6] investigated

the same problem experimentally. Davydov [7] used the same numerical approach

in investigating steady two-dimensional flow with condensation. Sislian and Glass

[8] also used the numerical method of characteristics in analyzing the shock tube

problem with nonequilibrium condensation and with a gas dynamic oblique shock

caused by supercritical heat addition from condensation.
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In contrast to the above-mentioned, well-studied numerical methods of calcula-

tions based on various theories of condensation, a developed asymptotic method

based on the same theories offers analytic structure so that functions over definite,

physically distinct regions of space can be compared to measurements mapped over

the same regions. According to existing numerical results, the condensation zone is

characterized by a lack of coherent, detailed structures. The expected significance

of an asymptotic method is that the condensation zone is characterized by distinct,

coherent, detailed structures. Recent publications falling in the category of steady

quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flow with nonequilibrium condensation that employ

the asymptotic approach are by Blythe and Shih [9] and Clarke and Delale [10]. The

detailed structure of the flow offered by the asymptotic nature of the solutions in

each article is surprisingly promising.

In this investigation the asymptotic analysis for quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flow

with nonequilibrium condensation of [10] is extended to solve two-dimensional prob-

lems of supersonic expansion flows with nonequilibrium condensation by employing

the streamtube formalism. Clearly the flow along the curved arbitrarily small stream-

tubes in a steady two-dimensional flow can be completely described by the slightly

modified equations of quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flow for arbitrarily given area

change. The locations and cross-sectional areas of the streamtubes are then deter-

mined by introducing a two-dimensional consideration. In cases where the dependent

flow variables exhibit discontinuities, as, e.g., across oblique shock waves arising from

the compressive heat addition from condensation, the construction of the network

of streamtubes is modified by employing the oblique shock relations for condensing

flows and using a shock fitting technique originated by Barschdorlf [ 11] and modified

analytically by the present authors [12],

Only a formal development of the streamtube method for expansion flows on walls

with nonequilibrium condensation is presented. There are no asymptotic analysis and

numerical calculations in the present article.

II. One-dimensional streamtube analysis.

A. The flow and state equations in natural coordinates. We consider the steady two-

dimensional supersonic expansion flow of a mixture of a condensible vapor and an

inert carrier gas. We focus on a streamtube constructed by two streamlines separated

by an arbitrarily small normal distance An'(s') and of width unity perpendicular to

the plane of the streamlines (Fig. 1).

The flow equations together with the thermal and caloric equations of state for

two-dimensional steady flow of the mixture in natural coordinates (s't n') can be

written as

continuity: p'u'An' = Am' = constant along a streamtube, (1)

, . ,du' dp'
s — momentum: pu—— = -^—, (2)

ds' ds'

, ,u'~ , ,2 36 dp' ...
n - momentum: p — = p u ^ = —, (3)
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5m'2 =CWenergy: h' + lu'2 = c'0T' - L'g' + \u'~ = constant along a streamtube, (4)

thermal equation of state: p' =32 (— + —\ T' (5)
\Pi /W

where («', 0) characterizes the magnitude and direction of the flow velocity, p', p', and

T' are the mass density, the pressure, and the temperature of the mixture respectively,

p\, p'v are the mass densities and p,, pv are the molecular weights of the inert gas and

of the vapor respectively, 3? is the universal gas constant, C'p0 is the specific heat at

constant pressure of the vapor-gas mixture, L' is the latent heat of vaporization, h'

is the tertiary mixture specific enthalpy, Am' is the mixture mass flow rate along a

streamtube, g' is the condensate mass fraction, and R's is the radius of curvature of

the streamlines.

Mach
lines

streamlines

the horizontal
ine

solid
wall

Fig. 1. Natural coordinate frame for a streamtube.

Denoting by subscript c the variables at the saturation point, we carry out a nor-

malization similar to that in quasi-one-dimensional flows, i.e., we define

Tst- ,LsssfL'

cpo 55 iKo = * = w/kw " = wjKtnw-
n = jr, S = s7, Rs = J,

■*0 0 0

Ac = 4^ An = ^ J = ArS = An
AS~ sT' - Z ' A - An'c ~ Anc'

etc., where

(6)

rr _ HM, 1 _ 0& , I-O)0 _ Aml+Am',
H = WTl> to = 7h + Hi • W° ~ Am' '

and Am'v, Amand Am' are the mass flow rates of the vapor, of the dispersed liquid,

and of the mixture along a streamtube respectively, co0 is the initial specific humidity,

and s'0 is a characteristic streamwise flow length.
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With the above normalization, Eqs. (l)-(5) become

continuity: puA — uc along a streamtube, (7)

du dp ...
s — momentum: pu— — -—, (8)

ds ds

pu2 dp 7dd ...
n - momentum: —— = — = pu1—, (9)

Rs dn ds

energy: cp0T + \u2 - Lg — cp0 + jU2 along a streamtube, (10)

thermal equation of state: p = pT( 1 - H~1 g). (11)

Moreover, the continuity equation and the s-momentum equation can be combined

to yield (for details see [10])

fA
(p + pu2)A = 1 + u2c + J p dA along a streamtube. (12)

B. The rate equation along a streamtube. The integral condensate rate equation

along a streamtube can be obtained similar to the derivation given in [10]. Let

m'r(s',£') be the mass of a droplet of radius r' at current point s1 that originated

at prior point along a streamtube, and let /'(£') be the time rate of production

per unit volume at of clusters of critical size along the same streamtube. If the

streamtube has an arbitrarily small cross-sectional area 1 • An'(s') at s', the integral

condensate rate equation can be written as

\yy\^ f.vM 1
g'(s') = J d£'m'r(s',£') 1 along the streamtube, (13)

where Am', and Am' are the dispersed liquid and mixture mass flow rates along the

streamtube respectively. From the appropriate functional forms for the nucleation

and droplet growth rate equations together with the normalization carried out in

detail in the appendix, it follows that the integral condensate rate equation can be

conveniently written in normalized form as

g(s) = A3 f y^(s, <^)Z(<J)/4(^) exp[-AT~'/?(<!;)] d£ along a streamtube, (14)
J —OO

where
3m

i) J &{i)dn i < m < 1. (15)

C. Complete set of equations along a streamtube. Equations (7), (10), (11), (12),

(14), and (15) form the complete set of equations for the normalized variables p,

u, p, T, and g along a streamtube of arbitrarily small cross-sectional area. The

^-momentum equation, Eq. (9), would be unnecessary if the locations and cross-

sectional areas of the streamtubes were known; however, the construction of the net-

work of streamtubes and evaluation of the normalized cross-sectional area A(s) along

each streamtube require simultaneous consideration of the /j-momentum equation.

These are treated in the next section.
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Equations (7), (10), (11), (12), (14), and (15) along a streamtube are identical

with the governing equations of quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows with nonequilib-

rium condensation of [10] if the streamwise coordinate 5 is replaced by the nozzle

axial coordinate x and if the normalized area y4(s) is thought to act as the given

nozzle cross-sectional area A(x). (In [10] the solution is given for m = 1.) The

formalism and solution for quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows with nonequilibrium

condensation then apply along each streamtube given the cross-sectional area /4(s).

The simultaneous evaluation of A(s) and the construction of the network of stream-

tubes for steady supersonic expansion flows over curved solid boundary surfaces are

discussed below.

III. Construction of the network of streamtubes for smooth flows.

A. Area-direction relation. We consider two adjacent streamtubes of normalized

cross-sectional areas An(s) and A«i(s) (Fig. 2). We use the natural coordinate frame

along each streamtube and seek a geometric relation between the cross-sectional area

and the flow direction.

As + ^An
dn

streamlines

Fig. 2. Construction of the network of streamtubes in natural coor-

dinates.

From the geometry of Fig. 2, it follows that

0i~82 = dAn/ds (16)

where

6\=6{s,n) and d2 = 6{s, n + An) = d(s, n) + (dO/dn)An

correct to first order in An. Thus we may choose to write Eq. (16) in the conventional

form
J_dA«=_d0
An ds dn y '

Furthermore if we consider the relation ^4(j) = An(s)/Anc, we obtain the area-

direction relation by direct substitution into Eq. (17):

ldA_ 86

AdF~~W (18)
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B. Locations of streamtubes and method of solution. The construction of the net-

work of streamtubes will logically start on the prescribed curved solid boundary sur-

face along which the flow expands. The curved surface can be taken as the lower

streamline for the construction of the first streamtube. The construction of the first

streamtube is completed if the upper streamline of the two-dimensional flow field

can be drawn for an arbitrarily small initial normal separation. The upper stream-

line of the constructed streamtube then acts as the given lower streamline for the

next streamtube to be constructed. Thus the network of streamtubes can be gener-

ated successively.

Hence our objective lies in constructing the upper streamline given the lower

streamline in the plane of the two-dimensional flow field of a streamtube with an

arbitrarily small initial cross-sectional area. For this reason we consider an initial

supersonic flow field designated by points 0, 0', 0", etc., and separated by arbitrar-

ily small normal distances An(0), A«i(0), etc. We assume that the lower stream-

line is known. (For initial calculations the lower streamline can be taken as the

prescribed curved solid boundary surface.) For constructing the upper streamline

passing through 0', we first consider the rate of change in the cross-sectional area

of the streamtube under construction as we advance downstream along the lower

streamline. We suppose that the normalized cross-sectional area An(s) or /!($) of the

streamtube under construction at point 1 on the lower streamline with coordinates

(5, n) is known. We ask for the variation in the cross-sectional area as we advance an

arbitrarily small normalized distance As along the lower streamline to arrive at point

3 with coordinates (5 + As, n) (see Fig. 2). It follows from the area-direction relation,

Eq. (18), that

A{s + As) = ^(j)[l - [dd/dn)As]. (19)

The derivative dd/dn at (s, n) can be approximated by the forward difference formula

d6_ _ 6{s, n + An) - 6{s, n) _ (02 - 0i)

dn ~ An(s) AncA(s) '

By substitution from Eq. (20) into Eq. (19), we find that the normalized area at

(5 + As, n), i.e., at point 3, is related to the normalized area at (5, n), i.e., at point 1,

by

A(s + As) = A(s) + (Q\ - 92)As/Anc. (21)

We now suppose that upstream of the point (s,n), point 1 in Fig. 2, the network

of streamtubes and the flow field are known (e.g., 5 = 0 corresponds to the given

initial flow field where the network starts). Let us try to extend the construction of

the network of streamtubes as we advance an arbitrarily small distance As along the

given (or already constructed) lower streamline to arrive at point 3 in Fig. 2. For

this reason we first draw the normal line of length AncA(s + As) given by Eq. (21)

from point 3 to arrive at point 4 (see Fig. 2). To be able to extend the construction

of the upper streamline from point 2 to point 4, we need to know the direction 64

of the flow velocity at point 4. This can only be achieved by introducing the second

dynamical consideration needed for two-dimensional flows, i.e., the ^-momentum
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equation. Let us consider the ^-momentum equation at point 2:

We may now evaluate (89/ds)2 by a forward difference formula as

'89_\ ^ q94 - d2) ^ (g4 - e2) (23)

8s J 2 As + (8As/8n)An As

where the denominator is simplified since (8As/8n)An is of higher order compared

to As. Now (8p/dn)i has to be approximated by a central difference formula since

a forward difference formula would ignore the influence of the pressure distribution

(hence of the flow field) of the lower streamline. Thus we have

'dp\ „ P5-Pi m
8n J2 An(s) + Ani(s)

referring to Fig. 2. Substituting from Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (22) and solving

for 04 yield

e, a e2 + * ,r (25)
p2uj An(s)+Ani(s)

In Eq. (25) all the variables at 5 and arbitrary n, i.e., 9\, 92, p\, pi, U\, u2, p 1, p2, Pi,

An(s), Ani(s), etc. are known, As is chosen as small as is necessary in the calculations,

and $3 is known since the lower streamline is given. Thus 94 can be easily calculated

from Eq. (25). The locus of the directions characterized by 92 and 94 extend the

upper streamline from point 2 to point 4, hence extending the construction of the

first streamtube from 5 (point 1) to s + As (point 3) along the given lower streamline.

The extension of the network of the next streamtubes from 5 (points 2, 5, etc.) to

.s + As (points 4, 6, etc.) follows in the same manner. The flow variables at 5 + As

(points 3, 4, 6, etc.) can then be evaluated by substituting from the area-direction

relation of each streamtube into the quasi-one-dimensional flow equations of Sec.

II.C and by following the procedure given in [10] along each streamtube.

In this way, starting with the initial supersonic flow field at 5 = 0 and moving

downstream along the prescribed curved solid boundary surface, we can generate the

network of streamtubes, and by applying the quasi-one-dimensional solution of [10]

along each constructed streamtube, we can simultaneously obtain the solution for the

flow field.

C. Convergence and stability. In the preceding paragraphs we have outlined the

streamtube method for solving two-dimensional supersonic expansion flows with

nonequilibrium condensation by employing the one-dimensional asymptotic solu-

tion of [10] along each streamtube and by evaluating the local area change by a finite

difference scheme from the area-direction relation, Eq. (18), and the /^-momentum

equation, Eq. (22). The error encountered in the flow field along each streamtube

arising from the asymptotic nature of the solution for one-dimensional flows has al-

ready been discussed in [10]. Therefore we herein discuss only the error resulting

from the evaluation of the local area change and of the flow direction by the finite dif-

ference scheme. It is well-known [13, 14] that this error consists of the discretization

error and the stability error.
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For smooth flows dp/dn and dd/dn are of 0(1) numerically, and it follows from

Eqs. (20) and (24) that for reasonable normal separations of the streamlines we

should have

0! - 02 = 0(An) = 0(Anc) and p5 - p\ = 0(An + An\) (26)

numerically. By virtue of Eqs. (20)-(25) this suggests that

A(s + As) = A(s) + 0(As), 04 = 02 + O(As) (27)

numerically. As An —► 0 and As —+ 0, it follows from Eqs. (26) and (27) that 6\ —> 02,

04 —> 02, and ^(5 + As) —► ,4($). Thus we have local convergence. It is now obvious

that the discretization error depends on the relative local sizes of An, An\, and As.

The smaller they are, the smaller is the discretization error. In particular, As should

be of o(K'/2) on measure K in the rapid growth, onset, and nucleation zones and of

o(K{/3) on measure K in the droplet growth zone along each streamtube referring

to Eq. (27) above and to Eqs. (77) and (130f) of [10] for a reasonably acceptable

solution.

The stability error, on the other hand, actually depends on the cumulative round-

off errors encountered in evaluating local area changes and directions of the flow field.

In the method of solution proposed, the round-off errors encountered will have only

local effects since they are smoothed out locally by the asymptotic solution of the

one-dimensional equations (7)—(12) presented in [10]; however, As and An still need

to be chosen in such a way that the local round-off errors remain less in magnitude

than the local asymptotic error of [10] for a stable solution.

IV. Construction of the network of streamtubes with an embedded oblique shock

wave. The two-dimensional steady supersonic expansion of a mixture of a condensi-

ble vapor and an inert carrier gas discussed in detail in the preceding section using

the streamtube method was developed on the assumption that all the dependent flow

variables were continuous throughout the flow field. In cases where the dependent

variables of the flow field exhibit discontinuities, as, e.g., across shock waves, the

formalism and method of solution of Sec. Ill are no longer applicable and should be

supplemented by the appropriate jump conditions.

In the supersonic expansion of a mixture of a condensible vapor and an inert car-

rier gas, embedded, frozen, gas dynamic shock waves appear due to the compressive

heat addition from condensation for relatively high initial specific humidity or due to

downstream boundary conditions. Shock waves in flows caused by compressive heat

addition have been recently investigated by Sislian and Glass [8] in the rarefaction

region of the shock tube problem employing Lax's [15] smoothing method for shock

fitting and by Barschdorff [11] for one-dimensional nozzle flows using an iterative

shock fitting technique consistent with the second law of thermodynamics. More re-

cently the present authors [ 12] have extended Barschdorffs one-dimensional iterative

shock fitting technique into a noniterative analytical framework for nozzle flows.

In this section we develop the theory of frozen, gas dynamic, oblique shock waves

in condensing flows in detail. We show how the streamtube method of Sec. Ill can

be supplemented for the construction of the network with an embedded, frozen, gas
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r

Fig. 3. Geometry of an oblique Shockwave.

dynamic, oblique shock wave located by a shock fitting technique first introduced by

Barschdorff [ 11],

A. Analysis of frozen oblique shock waves in condensing flows. We consider the

supersonic expansion of a mixture of a condensible vapor and an inert gas at a

certain Mach number M, based on a typical speed of sound sfyT. We assume that

in the droplet growth zones of streamtubes supercritical flow conditions are reached

such that the flow exceeds the thermally choked condition for continuous flow and

such that an oblique shock wave appears due to the heat addition from condensation.

We let subscripts a and b denote, respectively, quantities upstream and downstream

of the shock wave at the shock front (Fig. 3). We also let subscript u denote the

component normal to the shock wave and subscript r denote the component tangent

to the shock wave. If ft is the angle between ua and the shock wave and a is the

angle between and the shock wave as shown in Fig. 3, a will be different from ft

and a deviation in the flow direction defined by e = ft - a will occur. Projecting the

velocities ua and Ub in the direction v normal to the shock surface and r tangent to

the shock surface and indicating by subscripts v and r the corresponding components,

we have

uai> — ua sin ft, Uar = "a cos ft (28)

and

ubv = ub sin a, Ubx = ub cos a. (29)
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The conservation of mass, momentum, and energy together with the thermal equa-

tion of state across the shock surface yield

continuity: pauav = pb^bv (30)

v - momentum: pa + pau2au = pb + pbu2blJ, (31)

x - momentum: uax = ubz, (32)

energy: ^ Ta + ^u2a - Lag* = y_ Tb + ^u2b - Lbg*, (33)

thermal equation of state: P<L = Pb = 1 - H~lg*. (34)
Pa* a Pb ' b

In deriving the above conservation laws together with the thermal equation of state,

the flow is assumed to be frozen through the shock wave at g = g*. Eliminating the

temperature between Eqs. (33) and (34) and utilizing Eq. (32), Eqs. (33) and (34)

can be combined into an equation of the form

7 r; JT Tt—j—V\ + o ua ~ 7 7T 7T~—FT—T—+ ^Lg*, (35){y-\)Pa(\-H~xg*) 2 {y - l)pb{l - H~lg*) 2°

where we have defined AL by

AL = La - Lb. (36)

We also note that

and

fl _ u\ paU2a{ 1 - H

yTa yPa
M2 = -~r = ya a{\.„ S ' (37)

Mi = ^r= Hb bK J 6 (38)f2 _ ul PbU2h{\ - H V)

yTb ypb

The solution of the above oblique shock relations as worked out in detail in [ 16] leads

to the following relations:

Ml =
F(Ml)
2(y - 1)

~ y(i — h~ g*

F{Ml)
L2(y-i)

2 r
-(1 -H~lg^

;i-H~xg*)

(7-1)

1/2'

F(M(2 )
ais)

y2 F{Mjy-x

(39)

where

F{M2 ) = ——H — +yMai/^  (40)
1 av) {\/{y-\)-ALg*/yTa)Ml + {\/2)M2v' 1 J

Mi = M2 sin2)?, (41)

Mbv = Mb si"2 Q< (42)
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and

Pa (1 — H~1 g* + yM}v)M^v'

pa _ (1 -H-ig' + yMp

pb (1 -H^g* + yMlY
Ta _ M%v( \ - H~lg* + yM£v)2

Tb Ml(\ -H~ig* + yMl)2'

-i /~H~xg* +yMjv

(43)

(44)

(45)

a = tan":1  —S. 4^ tan 0), (46)
[Ml{l -H-ig* + yMl) J

e = 0-a. (47)

The Mach number M that appears in the above expressions is based on a typical

speed of sound defined by y/yT and is related to the Mach number, based on the

local frozen speed of sound with condensation and herein designated by Mg, by the

expression

(cp» + H-<g- 1)

'~aj (cfo-l)U-«"'«)

Equations (39)-(47) permit implicit calculation of all physical properties of the

flow downstream of the shock as functions of similar properties upstream of the shock

at the shock front if one condition of shock and the frozen condensate mass fraction

g* are known. Usually the one condition of shock can be taken as the inclination of

the oblique shock wave or the deviation in the flow direction. On the other hand,

the solution given above is implicit since L in general depends on the temperature.

The dependence of the latent heat on temperature may have important implications

on the nature and structure of the shock wave.

When AL = L(Ta) - L{Tb) = 0 (no jump in the latent heat of vaporization),

the solution given by Eq. (39) with one of the signs chosen will correspond to the

continuous or no shock solution and with the other sign chosen will correspond to

the solution of a frozen, gas dynamic, oblique shock wave across which the latent

heat of vaporization does not change.

When AL / 0, both signs in Eq. (39) yield discontinuities in the flow variables

and correspond in reality to shock waves structured by diffusion due to temperature

gradients with internal heat exchange from property change. The solution of both

signs of Eq. (39) in this case should be obtained iteratively. We may first guess a

value for AL and then check if the shock relations are compatible with this value

of AL. The procedure should be continued until compatibility with a certain degree

of accuracy is reached. In cases where AL is relatively small, the strength of the

shock wave corresponding to one of the signs in Eq. (39) will be very weak (almost

continuous solution), and the discontinuous solution with the other sign chosen will

approach the discontinuous solution with AL = 0.

B. General features of streamtube analysis with shocks in condensing flows. The

streamtube formalism and method of solution developed above in Sec. Ill for su-

personic expansion flows with nonequilibrium condensation apply when the mixture
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of the condensible vapor and the inert carrier gas has relatively low initial specific

humidity. For sufficiently high initial specific humidity (say, for fixed initial rela-

tive humidity and temperature) compressive flow conditions may be reached in the

droplet growth zones of streamtubes under construction such that an embedded,

frozen, oblique shock wave due to the release of heat of condensation occurs. In this

case the inclusion of such a shock wave in the droplet growth zones of the stream-

tubes becomes necessary to redirect a flow sufficiently diverted by large enough heat

addition.

oblique shock

wave

Fig. 4. Configuration of streamtubes with an embedded, frozen, gas

dynamic, oblique Shockwave.

Ws let point 1 denote the initial formation of an oblique shock wave by com-

pressive condensation in the droplet growth zone of a streamtube (Fig. 4). The

formalism and method of solution developed above then apply upstream of point 1.

To be able to continue the construction of the streamtubes downstream of point 1,

we need to supplement the formalism of Sec. Ill with the equations of oblique shock

waves. From the equations of oblique shock waves discussed in detail in Part A of

this section, the flow properties downstream of the shock wave at lb can be obtained

in terms of similar flow properties upstream of the shock wave at la provided that

the angle of inclination /? and the frozen condensate mass fraction g* at point 1 are

known. The equation for /? should be determined so as to satisfy the conservation

of mass along each streamtube, and the value of g* should be determined by shock

fitting. The construction of the network of streamtubes downstream of the shock

wave requires separate consideration.
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C. Equation for /?. The oblique shock wave appears to redirect the flow diverted by

rapid heat addition so as to conserve mass along each streamtube. Thus the inclina-

tion of the shock wave is determined naturally by satisfying the continuity equation

for streamtubes at the shock location. Across the shock the normalized oblique area,

herein denoted by A0bl, is continuous, but the normal area which appears in the

continuity equation is discontinuous. We assume that the shock wave diagram is a

piecewise linear curve, a time-honored assumption for numerical work, as shown in

Fig. 4.

Using the notation and shock structure of the droplet growth zone of [12] and

denoting the flow properties upstream and downstream of the shock at the shock

front by subscripts a and b respectively, it follows from the continuity equation at

point 1, where the shock is initially formed, that

{Ayb)n = ^^{AXa)n. (49)
P\b u\b

In Eq. (49), (Axb)n is the normalized area at the shock location of the streamtube

continued analytically from downstream as if there were no shocks. Moreover it is

evident from the geometry of Fig. 4 that

{A3)n = AobV sin a (50)

and

(Aia)„ = Aohi sin^S. (51)

Eliminating the oblique area /lobi between Eqs. (50) and (51), we have

. . , sin a . , .
(^3)n = s'n p (A\a)n- (52)

It also follows from the area-direction relation of Sec. Ill, Eq. (19), that

(A3)n = (Alb)n[l-(dd/dn)lbAs] (53)

where, as shown in Fig. 4, As is given by

COS Ct
As = AncAobl cosa = Anc{Ala)n^-^. (54)

To evaluate (dd/dn)xb, we must use a backward finite difference formula since a

forward finite difference formula for normal derivatives would mean crossing the

shock, which is not allowed. Thus we can write

/00 \ _ 8\b - dp _ 6\a- e - 6p

V dn j lb ~ Anc (A0)„ ~ Anc (A0)n

where 90 and (.A0)„ are known from the previous construction of the network of

streamtubes and 6lb is replaced by d\a-e. Substitution from Eqs. (54) and (55) into

Eq. (53) yields the geometric relation

(Ala)„ cosa"
(^3 )n — (A\b)n 1 - (9\a - £ — #o)

{A0)n siny?
(56)
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If we now substitute from Eq. (49) for {An,)n and from Eq. (52) for into Eq.

(56), we obtain

(Ala)n COS (Xsin a _ piauig

sin 0 Pibulb
1 - {Ola &o)- (57)

(A0)n sin P

We also recall from the solution of the oblique shock relations discussed in Part A

of this section that

a = a(P, g*, flow properties at la), (58)

e = e(P, g*, flow properties at la), (59)

^r3- = g*, flow properties at la), (60)
P\b

£*> A°w properties at la). (61)
"i b

In addition 6q, (Ao)„, and (A la)n are known from the previous construction of stream-

tubes up to the shock front. Therefore, Eq. (57) together with Eqs. (58)—(61) relates

P to g* in terms of the flow properties at la and can be written as

P = p[g*, do, (Ao)„, flow properties at la]. (62)

Equation (62) completes the determination of the flow properties downstream of the

shock as functions of similar properties upstream of the shock provided that g* is

known. The procedure can be repeated along each streamtube that crosses the shock

in precisely the same manner.

D. Construction of the network of streamtubes downstream of the shock. The con-

struction of the network of streamtubes downstream of the shock would naturally

follow the procedure and method of solution discussed in detail in Sec. III. The so-

lution of the oblique shock relations given in Part A of this section together with Eq.

(62) for p determine the flow properties downstream of the shock for a given value

of g* along each streamtube. Very rapid droplet growth continues downstream of

the shock; therefore, the droplet growth shock structure solution downstream of the

oblique shock is essential for the downstream construction of the network of stream-

tubes. Although the continuous droplet growth shock structure solution discussed in

[10] is no longer valid downstream of the shock because of the discontinuous flow

properties across the shock, the droplet growth shock structure relations will still hold

downstream of the shock if the normalized area is expanded as

^) = U,t),{l + (if)it(J-0 + -}. (63)

where (An,)„ is given by Eq. (49) and 5* characterizes the location of the shock and

is related to the onset length 5k along the streamtube under construction by

s*=sk + l Q*(c;K)' (64)

The definitions of / and Q* are precisely those given in [10] and include only prop-

erties upstream of the shock. Referring to [12], the droplet growth shock structure
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flow relations can be conveniently written as

PixMx) = PibUib. (65)

P{x) + P{x)~u2ix) = Pib + Pib"2\b' (66)

= + (67)

along the streamtube under consideration, where x is defined by

X = lK~l'\s-s*). (68)

As worked out in detail in [16], the solution of Eqs. (65)-(67) yields

,69)
2pibuib{cPo - j(l -H-ig)}

where

Mg.g*) = c2p0(Pib + Pibu2lb)2 + 4plbu2lb |i(l -H '#) -cpoJ

X {C'0(T^RF) + l2»2ibPib + Plb(Lg ~ W)} 0 - H~xg)

(70)

and

p»

P = Plt + tPu"u."(«• S") = Pig. g"), (72)

7=w^W)=ms'1 (73)
On the other hand, the simplified rate equation in the droplet growth zone down-

stream of the shock preserves the form

1 = R3. (74)

dR/dx = n(p,T,g), (75)

where R is the normalized radius of droplets defined in [10] together with Q(/?, T, g).

Substituting from Eqs. (72) and (73) into Eq. (75) and utilizing Eq. (74) yield

dR/dX = n[p(g.g*),T(g,g*),g] = a"{g,g*) = ci***(r, g*). (76)

Integrating Eq. (76) from the shock front (x = 0) to a point with deformed coordinate

X downstream of the shock along the streamtube, we obtain

r(?),/3 da

/J (zW'"'"(^*) * (77)
Equation (77) gives the implicit solution of the rate equation in the form

g = g(x.g*) (78)
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along the streamtube downstream of the shock. The values of the flow variables u,

~p, ~p, and T at x along a streamtube downstream of the shock can be calculated by

direct substitution from Eq. (78) into Eqs. (69)-(73) provided that g* is known.

With the above given droplet growth shock structure solution along a typical

streamtube downstream of the shock where g* is left to be determined, the construc-

tion of the network of streamtubes downstream of the shock in principle follows

the same procedure of Sec. III. However, the calculations with forward and central

difference formulas for various normal derivatives cannot be performed since such

calculations occasionally involve crossing of the shock front, which is not allowed.

Instead the calculations with normal derivatives should be performed by replacing the

forward and central difference formulas upstream of the shock with backward differ-

ence formulas downstream of the shock. Thus the solution of the droplet growth zone

downstream of the embedded, frozen, gas dynamic, oblique shock wave together with

the formalism and method of solution of Sec. Ill modified by replacing the forward

and central difference formulas for normal derivatives with the backward difference

formulas completely determines the flow field and construction of the network of

streamtubes downstream of the shock if g* is known. To be able to determine the

correct value of g* along each streamtube, we discuss a shock fitting technique.

E. Shock fitting. The construction of the network of streamtubes downstream of

the shock, as has been already pointed out, requires the value of the condensate

mass fraction g* at the shock front along each streamtube. In determining g* we

use a shock fitting technique originally introduced by Barschdorff [11] for iterative

numerical calculations and analytically extended by the present authors [12] in the

study of one-dimensional nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation.

We let Xs2 be some point in the droplet growth zone downstream of the shock on

a streamtube, and we denote the Mach number, based on a typical speed of sound

defined by \J~yT, and the condensate mass fraction at this location by Ms2 and ~gs2,

respectively. The Barschdorff conditions for shock fitting of one-dimensional nozzle

flow discussed in detail in [11] and [12] should be satisfied at Xs2 on each streamtube

that passes through the shock. These conditions can be conveniently written for the

present work as

"77 „*\   ^ (8s2• S ) _ ( 1 ~ H gs2)

*1 = tfW) - [1+//-';?«()•-1)1 (79)

and

ldA\ -f Q [\ + Y + H~%2(y - \)] H~

^dX)s2 12(1+C^2) [1 +^-'^2(7-1)1 (1 -H~lgs2)j

x3(?j2)2/3a'"(^3,?'), (80)

where

Q = L'\ 2- (81)cp 0 +

In deriving conditions (79) and (80), L is treated as a constant.
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Further simplification of Eq. (80) is possible if we consider the expansion (63) of

the normal area written as a function of the deformed coordinate x as

A(X) = (Alb)n + (dA/ds)lbrlKl'3X. (82)

The derivative (dA/ds) ^ can be evaluated from the geometry of Fig. 4 utilizing Eqs.

(54) and (56).

'dA\ {Ai)n - (Aih)n (#o + £-#ia),

dsj{b As Anc(Ao)n (§3)

Substituting from Eq. (82) for A(xs2) and its derivative (dA/dx)s2 together with Eq.

(83) into Eq. (80), solving for Xsi, and utilizing Eq. (77) at Xs2, we obtain

Xs2 = -He i)~2/'3rQ***(ir1<(3 je*)r' x < —   Il+l±g lssi(y 11]
I" ■£ )i x 1 2(1 + Qgs2) [I + - 1)]

-1

H 1 \ Anc(Ao)„

[l-H~%2)j (60 + e-6la)
IK-'/3

r(Ss 2)1/3 d0

J(g-yp
(84)

st reamline

prescribed

data

characteristic

lines

Fig. 5. Construction for finite difference calculation by the numerical

method of characteristics.

Equations (79) and (84) provide two coupled equations to be solved for gs2 and

g* as functions of (A0)„, 60, and the flow properties at la. The exact location of

point 1 on the streamtube where the shock should be fitted is determined when the

local value of the Condensate mass fraction at this location agrees within a degree of

accuracy with the value g* to be obtained by solving Eqs. (79) and (84) at the same

location.

V. Qualitative comparison with the numerical method of characteristics.

As we have already mentioned in the Introduction section, the numerical method of

characteristics is a widely used method in calculating two-dimensional nonequilib-

rium supersonic flows. The detailed development of the method for nonequilibrium
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flows with only one relaxation rate equation can be found in Vincenti and Kruger

[17] and for nonequilibrium flows with condensation is worked out in [16]. As shown

in [16], the compatibility equations for the flow variables u, p, p, g, and 6 can be

conveniently written as

pudu + dp = 0, (85)

udg - cods = 0, (86)

h + \u2 = nCp°u i \ Lg + xu2 — constant (87)2 p{l-H~lg) 2

on streamlines and

^!_i
a}

on the characteristic lines,

1/2
Jd>1

dp ± pu dd - jf'afcoy^j =0 (88)

dn

ds [u2/a2f- l]1/2'

where dr] and dC, are infinitesimal distances along the characteristics and

= cpopH~l _

g~ p(\-H-\g)2 •

hn EE — Cp0P

(89)

p2(l - H~~x g)'

2 _ CpOP
Uf =

(90)

f P(cpo + H~lg - 1)

Written in finite difference form, Eqs. (85)—(88) provide five simultaneous equations

for two-dimensional supersonic (u > ay) flows with nonequilibrium condensation in

calculating p, u, 6, p, and g at a point D when the data are known at points A, B, and

C on a noncharacteristic line (Fig. 5). The details for finite difference calculations

can be found in Ferri [18] and Liepmann and Roshko [19].

The numerical method of characteristics discussed in [16] and above for nonequi-

librium condensing flows is based on the assertion that the single nonequilibrium rate

equation can be written in the form

udg/ds = co{p, p. g), (91)

where <x> is a known function. However, from consideration of the various funda-

mental concepts of production by nucleation and of subsequent droplet growth, such

a rate equation cannot be written directly. Instead the condensate rate equation in

this study is developed in integral form in the appendix where a power-law radius

dependence of the droplet growth rate is included. For quasi-one-dimensional flows

the area can be replaced by A = uc/{pu) from the continuity equation. Thus the

integral condensation rate equation takes the form

g(s) = Puc exp[-tf-l£(£)] ^ (92)

on streamlines, where is given by Eq. (15).
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For numerical calculations with the method of characteristics, the integral conden-

sation rate equation (92) is not convenient. Instead one seeks to reduce Eq. (92), if

possible, into a system of differential equations on streamlines for finite difference

calculations. It follows from Eqs. (92) and (15) that such a reduction is possible if

3 m is an integer, and in all other cases where the droplet growth rate depends on the

radius, such a reduction seems not possible.

In the interval 1/2 < m < 1, there are only two values of m for which 3 m is an

integer:
(droplet growth rate is independent^

of the droplet radius /

(droplet growth rate depends on\

1

m = 1

m = 2/3
s the radius as r 1/2 J

In all other cases the equivalent system of differential equations for the integral

condensation rate equation (92) seems impossible to obtain. In cases where the

reduction is possible (m = 1 and m = 2/3), the equivalent system of differential

equations on streamlines, as worked out in detail in [16], can be easily obtained

by applying Leibnitz's rule for differentiation under the integral sign to Eq. (92)

successively.

From the results of [16] for m = 1, it is well known (Oswatitsch [1] and Sislian

and Glass [8]) that the rate equation (86) on streamlines can be replaced by a system

of four differential equations for g, Cj, C2, and C3, namely,

dg = MiucCl{s)Ci{s)ds, (93)

dCx = 2£l(s)C2(s)ds, (94)

dC2 = n{s)Ci(s)ds, (95)

<96>

on streamlines. The initial conditions for C\, C2, and C3 can be taken to be zero at

the saturation point s = sc. The function oj in this case (m = 1) is simply

a> = 3A3ucn(s)u(s)C\(s). (97)

Similarly when m = 2/3, we find that the rate equation (86) on streamlines can be

replaced by a system of three differential equations for g, Dx, and D2 on streamlines,

namely,

dg = 2^ucQ(s)Di(s) ds, (98)

dD{ =Q{s)D2{s)ds, (99)

rf02=?!&expl-'rl^(I)l'^s (ioo»

on streamlines. The initial conditions for D\ and D2 again can be taken to be zero at

the saturation point 5 = sc. The function a> in this case (m = 2/3) can be identified

as

a> = 2ucA.iQ.(s)u(s)Dl (5). (101)
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The numerical method of characteristics is very inconvenient for all cases different

from the above discussed.

The proposed streamtube method, on the other hand, can be applied for all m in

the interval 1/2 <m< 1 incorporating the radius dependence of the droplet growth

law by a straightforward extension of the analysis of [10] for all m. Although the

onset of condensation in two-dimensional nonequilibrium flows can be predicted by

the numerical method of characteristics (Sislian and Glass [8]), the information to

be gained from the solution by the proposed method will also contain the analytic

structure of the asymptotic method of [ 10] so that measurements obtained over phys-

ically distinct regions could be compared with the asymptotic structure of the flow

along each streamtube. In particular, BarschdorfFs [11] one-dimensional shock fit-

ting technique is easily incorporated to locate the oblique shock wave arising from

compressive heat release in supercritical flows by the present method.

VI. Conclusions. The streamtube method for supersonic expansion flows on walls

with nonequilibrium condensation is developed. The flow equations along each

streamtube take the precise form of those for one-dimensional nozzle flows with

nonequilibrium condensation for arbitrarily small cross-sectional area. The asymp-

totic solution of [10] for such flows with a two-dimensional consideration determines

the flow field everywhere if the network of streamtubes is constructed simultaneously.

In cases of relatively high initial humidity where compressive heat addition from con-

densation results in oblique shock waves (e.g., see Pouring [20]), the formalism and

method of solution of the proposed method are supplemented by the derived oblique

shock relations, and a shock fitting technique, originally introduced by Barschdorff

[11], is used to determine the location of the oblique shock wave. A qualitative

comparison with the widely used numerical method of characteristics suggests that

the present method may have some advantages in incorporating the radius depen-

dence of the droplet growth law, in exhibiting the analytic nature of the physically

distinct zones of condensation from the asymptotic solution of [10], and in locating

the position of the oblique shock wave.

The method proposed in this paper needs to be substantiated by actual numerical

calculations. Unfortunately such numerical calculations are not available yet; how-

ever, it is expected that the computer experiment of the formalism and method of

solution of this investigation will show quantitative agreement with the available data.

Furthermore, the information to be obtained from such an experience may help in

improving the experimental research and design procedures providing a satisfactory

description of expansion flows on walls with nonequilibrium condensation.

Appendix. Integral condensate rate equation in normalized variables. The

integral condensate rate equation (13) written in the form

gV) = ^7 f demos',?) 1 • An'($')J'(Z') (Al)

requires information on the rate at which clusters of critical size are nucleated and

on the rate at which droplet growth ensues from these clusters.
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Various theories for the nucleation rate J' have the common functional form

J' = S'J(p, T,g-K)= S'l(p, T, g) expT, *)], (A2)

where B(p,T, g) is the activation function, K is the "nucleation parameter" assumed

to be small, S' is a normalization constant, and X(p, T, g) is a function of the in-

dependent thermodynamic coordinates normalized such that at the saturation point

Z(l, 1,0) = 1. In this investigation no specific choice is made regarding the preex-

ponential factor S'l(p, T, g) and the activation function B(p, T, g) since they vary

considerably in different theories (e.g., see Volmer and Weber [21], Lothe and Pound

[22], etc.).

Moreover, the mass of a droplet m'r(s', £') at current point s' that originated at

prior point along a streamtube for spherical droplets is by definition

m'r{s',Z) = \npy{s',Z')]\ (A3)

where r'(s',£') is the current radius of a droplet at s' that originated at £,' and p\ is

the true mass density of the nondispersed condensed phase. The droplet growth law

which determines the radius r'(s',£') is obtained from the mass and energy balance

of the droplet. A detailed discussion of the balance laws can be found in Hill [23].

For steady flow the droplet growth rate equation obtained from the mass balance of

the droplet can be written in functional form as

dr'/ds' = F\{p', V, g', T'd, r'), (A4)

where T'D is the actual temperature of the droplet. Moreover the widely accepted

quasi-equilibrium assumption for energy balance yields

n = n(p',r,g',r'). (A5)

Substituting from Eq. (A5) into Eq. (A4), we obtain

dr'/ds' = Gl{p', T',g',r'), (A6)

where

Gi{p', r, g', r') = Fi[p1, T', g', T'D{p', T', g', r'), r'].

Equation (A6) exhibits radius dependence on the droplet growth rate as well as the

dependence on the independent thermodynamic coordinates p', T', and g'. The

radius dependence on the droplet growth rate given by Eq. (A6) can be exploited

from the excellent summary by Gyarmathy [3], In this summary it is shown that the

radius dependence on the droplet growth rate is governed by the Knudsen number

Kn defined by

Kn = l'ml2r',

where l'm is the mean free path of the mixed vapor and gas molecules. The discussion

in Gyarmathy [3] shows

when Kn < 1, dr'/ds' oc l/r'

and

when Kn » 1, dr'/ds' is independent of r'.
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For convenience, we generalize these results to include all ranges of the Knudsen

number by simply assuming a power law radius dependence on the droplet growth

rate and write Eq. (A6) in the form

dr'/ds' = (,r')-"G{pT', g') (A7)

where 0 < n < 1. In particular n = 0 corresponds to the case Kn » 1 and n — 1 to

the case Kn <c 1.

We now carry out the normalization r = r'/r'd,

G{p'cp,T!T.(fiv/{/ioH))g)Q(s) = Q[p(s), T(s),g(s)] =
G{p'c,T>, 0)

h = ^G{p'c,T'c,0),
rd

where r'd is determined from

(4/3)7ip'lr'diS's'0An'c = _ g>_

Am' p0H ~ g '

With the above normalization the droplet growth rate equation can be written as

dr/ds = &ir~nQ.(p,T, g), 0 < n < 1, (A8)

where X\ is the "droplet growth parameter"=(flow time/droplet growth time) assumed

to be large. Integrating Eq. (A8) along a streamtube and neglecting the initial critical

radius at we obtain

r(s,{)=^[J a{ri)dti

where

A = [^! (1 +«)]1/("+1) and m

j < m < 1, (A9)

1

{n + 1)'
Substitution from Eq. (A9) into Eq. (A3) with the above normalization yields

3 m

m'r{s',£') = \np'/d,I3 £l{t])dti <m< 1. (A 10)

Now if Eq. (A 10) for m'r(sand Eq. (A2) for /'(^') together with the above

normalization are substituted into Eq. (Al), we obtain the integral condensate rate

equation in normalized form as

g(s)=l3 [S J?(s,Zm)A(Z)exp[-K-lB(Z)]dt, (All)
J — oo

where
3 m

JT{s■,£) = ^ Q.(rj)dti i
2 -<m< 1. (A12)

The integral condensate rate equation (All) incorporates the radius dependence on

the droplet growth rate in the form of a power law. The radius dependence is generally

left out entirely in the literature. In particular, m = 1 corresponds to droplet growth

rates in flows where Kn » 1 and m = 1/2 to droplet growth rates in flows where

Kn« 1.
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